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clZ:Dla.ims.

· This• inv.entioll':relates~t.o a:m:ethodcand appa~ratus.'forn:iaking.paint.:roller::co:v:ers.and.theJike.

(Cl. I12....;.,.'79)

··2

.~broken ,away taken: ,substantially .. on
.·.·a~s:as'shown.in Figure 2.

the lines

'..;such paint roller covers .are:.shown.in.our.:co•.:cFigure.4is:a horizontal plan view partlY .broken
·:cpending application::fUed:of:•even.date.herewith,
':away. taken substantially on the.lines 4-4 as
': Serial<No. •56;627. These ~impro:v:ed paint .roller 6 shown:in Figure 3, the .fabric tube being omitted
:•covers are useful in·connection .with ]Jainti:ng. JtP- · :for clarlty:of :illus.tration.
'p'aratus of the type shown.in our copending ap.Figure•5.,is a sectional detail taken substanplication filed 'March :22, 11148, bearing. Serial. No.
;tially on: the lines 5_,.5 as .shown in Figure 1.
'.l6,274;ia.:rid in' the.copending.·application.:of .Al: Figure6:is a horizontalplan.view partly broken
'•fred H. Bames'•.'et·:ai.,.:filed . Febr.uary:.11,..1946, lOTaway showing:the upper side· of the needle plate
:bearing. Serial .No...:646,714, .:now .. Patent.:No. ':and::associated.·parts.
2Ji09,954, granted May 30, 19ll0.
.;Figure 7: is:a perspective :view showing a .com:p.,aint xoller:·cov.ers:.:of :.conventional form: :oom~leted :paint ibller.:cov.:er; as. manufacturedj)y the
···monly:are.manufactured:as:a:fiat fabric~or:com: :a]Jparatus.shown:in.:the o.ther figures of .the. draw. :bin:ation of fabrics and. then :joined along:oa butt 15 :ings.
·:.joint· :or. lap·:joint.:seam .to '.form:·a . . cylindrical
:.Figure 8'is:a.sectional end elevation taken:. sub. roller cover. ·. The seam: is ·highly ob}ectionable
~starttially :on the lines'. k8. as .shown in "Fjgure
''because :it:interferes· with :uniform·app'lication ~:3, the needle beingjn:fully.retracted position.
df :paint>or of stipple . '.efi'ect. to :the work.:surFigure.· 9 is. a .sectionaL.v:iew. similar to Figure
face. The double thickness of.fabric:at the seam 20 .8;:the::needle ·being in:a ]JartiaHy extended posi":'1Ilarks .:the·:painted.':s"lttface when .the"roller is ··:tion.
"rolled· upon it because of the·additional thick.:.Figure'lO.is a v:iew:similar.to Figures.8·.aind 9,
;mess, as :well as the v.ariatioi:Un •purosity thi:ough
· 'the~:needle :·being in fully: .. extended· position.·
::·the double :thickness· as contrasted to the poros:Figure ll:is 'similar :to Figures 8, 9:.and . 10, the
· ity ·of a. single thickness ... Accordingly, .an im- 25 needle being in partially retracted .Position.
·:p(jrtant, object. of the. present·inv:ention is to
·:Figur-es .12, .13 .and:14 .are:sectional elevations
':produce·. a:cover.tor·a »:paint:roller which.com·~taken::substantially..::on .:the lines 1'2-'12, 13-13
. prises a· fibrous .pile •.encircling a; cylindricaLtube,
and, 14...+ l4·, as. shown~in Figures: 9, 10 and 11· rethe cover having.substantially uniform· porosity · ~speetiveiy.
·at:an points on·tts :circumference.
· 30 ..'F!gure.;~15 'is :-a 'sectional: elevation· similar to
' Another object: is to·:provide a~method and :.ap- :; Figure S;hut:'Showing .a :modified form •of our in·.paratus.:for forming ·a· ·cheriille plle . on~·one.:.sur·'rvention.• employing.:.a: plurality ..of needles.
•:face: of" the· wall of a ·cylhidrical seamless ·fabric
:. 'Figure·.16 is,a:hc\riZontal .plan ·view .partly .brok. tube.
:.·:en:aw:ay.:taken substantially.'.on the lines:l&-16
';Another ;obj'ect •is :to .:provide:.-a method :·:and 35: ;as.:shown.jnFigux.e .15.
~:appa.ratwi'for:prodticing a:cheiiille1llle:on:a cyJin.:'..Figure t7:·is..:a~sectionat: e!ld .elevation similar
.· dricaLseamless:tube'.:utilizing.one or::more .yarn:to:FJgure. a.:but illustr.ating:.a further modified
.threaded needles operating within the interior of ::form:of..:our: invention.
·the .tube.
Figure :18 is a perspective :view partly; broken
·A more detailed object ·is to provide .method :40:: away .~showing. details of the .modification: .illus.•:ando apparatus for producing.. a chenille pile on ~:trated::inFigure 17.
~the.inside wall of a cylindrical.fabric ..tube, the
Referring'.to:the drawings, a.sewing machine
"completed. article . being reversible l:>y. turning in- ).:head: Ut is·.positioned: on: a base I I :supported by
. slde .out..so.. that •.th1r pile iii. positioned .exteriorly ':ehd . . members• .12. .. The .crank shaft ·13 may be
elf' the. tube.
·.45·.:dri:ven ~by:.:any convenient~ means .such: .as; for
:~other objects and advantages wilLappear hereexample, an electric motor 14 ..driving: through
":initfter.
· ·belt:.15.to~pulley .16. _The.:sewing,machine head
''In the "drawings:
·:JO ·may. be ofconventional design; the drive shaft
· Figure· 1' ·is a side ·elevation·. showing in·outline
·:-.turns ·.the· •eccentric .I l :and. also is connected by
··a ·preferred form of apparatus embodying our ·5() "conventional means "to oscillate the rock:shafts
'::tnvention·'and used in carrying out our improved
· 1.8, ISa and 19. The .strap 20 connects the eccen. method.
:tric 11. to:the:·horizontal bar.member 21. Ver. Figure 2 is a sectional end elevation taken subtical guide rcids 22 and 23 .are fixed :relative to
·.·stantiaUy:'on the lines 2-2·as. shown in F.tgure 1.
::the:·horizontakbar. ~member 2 t :and::tconfine its
:':Figure:·:tas,:a:.;sootiolial•Side elevation: partly ,.ss::motion' tb v.ertieal:reciprocation. J::ftiide ·:bear-
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ings 24 are provided for the vertical guide rods
22 and 23. At its projecting end the horizontal
bar member carries the vertical post 26 which
e:ittends downwardly through the guide bearing
n. The needle bar 28 is secured to the lower 5
end of the post 26 so that rotation of the drive
shaft 13 serves to reciprocate the needle bar 28
in a vertical direction. The needle bar 28 extends forwardly from the post 26 for a considerable distance and carries an apertured needle. 10
29 at its forward end. A set screw 30 may be
provided for releasably holding the needle· in
place on the needle bar 28. A stationary shell
31 partially encloses the needle bar 28 and extends from a support bracket 32 to a p()sition be- 15
yond the forward end of the needle bar 28 as
shown in Figure 3. This shell is adapted to support a fabric tube from the interior thereof.
This fabric tube is generally designated 33 and
is preferably cylindrical in shape and formed of 20
porous fabric. This tube 33 ·is preferably seamless. We have found that a commercially available seamless canvas tubing is ideally suited for
this member. The purpose of the apparatus
shown in the drawings is to form a fibrous pile 25
34 on the tube 33 so that the completed device
is useful for a paint roller cover or the like.
The length of the apertured needle 29 is such
that in the retracted position as shown in Figure 3 it is confined entirely within the interior 30
Of the tube 33. The downward movement of the
needle 29 causes the lower pointed end thereof
to pierce the wall of the tube 33. The needle is
threaded with a wool yarn 35. This yarn 35 extends from a supply spool 36 through a system 35
of conventional pulleys 31 and over a travelling
pulley 38 carried on the upper end of the reciprocating rod 22 by means of the arm 39. The
yarn 35 then passes through the guide 40 carried on the ·rearward end of the :presser bar 41 40
and then through the guide 42 carried. on the
forward end of the needle bar 28. The reciprocation of the yarn threaded needle 29 causes the
needle to carry a loop of yarn 35 through the wall
of the tube 33.
45
The presser bar 41 carries a .pivoted shoe 43
at its projecting end which is adapted to rest
on the inside surface of the wall of the tube 33.
The rearward end of the presser bar 41 is connected by a bracket 44 to the horizontal carrier 50
45; This carrier 45 is attached at one end to the
bracket 44 and at the other end to the vertical
slide rod 46 which is guided in axially spaced
bearings 41 carried on the head ID. A coil spring
25 encircles the vertical rod 46 and acts against 55
the set collar 48 to move the rod 46 vertically
downwardly. An actuating lever 49 is pivotally
mounted at 50 on the head ID and carries a cam
nose 51 which may be engaged with the follower
surface 52 on the cam follower 53 fixed on the 60
vertical rod 46. As will be readily understood,
clockwise movement of the actuating lever 49
as viewed in Figure 2 acts to raise the vertical
bar 46 against the action of the spring 25, thereby lifting the presser bar 41 within the interior 65
of the tube 33,
The presser shoe 43 is provided with a circular aperture 54 through which the needle 29
may extend. The needle 29 also extends through
the slot 55 provided at one side of the feed plate 70
116 which is secured to the base 11 by means of
connection fittings 51, A serrated feed rack 58
operates in the transverse slot 59 provided in the
feed plate 56. The construction and mode of
operation of this serrated feed rack 58 are con- 75
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ventional and therefore need not be described in
detail. This feed rack 58 is attached by a fitting
60 to the links 61 which are pivoted at 62 on the
crank 63. The crank 63 is fixed on the rock shaft
18. Thefreeendofthelink&I is provided with a
slot 64 in which a slider 65 is adapted to travel.
This slider is pivotally mounted at 66 on the end of
the crank 61. The crank 61 is carried on the
rock shaft ISa. The rocking motions of the
shafts 18 and ISa are so related that the serrated feed rack 58 is caused to move upwardly
within the slot 59, then to travel horizontally
to the right as viewed in Figure 8, then to depress
below the upper surface of the feed plate 56
and return while depressed to its initial position.
The teeth are angled to secure maximum effect in
moving the fabric of the lower portion of the wall
of the tube 33.
Means are provided for cutting the loops of
yarn exteriorly of the tube 33, and as shown in
the drawings this means includes a hook member
68 which is provided with a hook element 69 and
a guide plate TO which act as a single integral
member. This member is carried on an adjustable foot piece 14 which may be clamped to the
rock shaft 19. An upwardly projecting knife
11 is carried on an arm 72 fixed on the knife
shaft 73. This knife shaft 13 is square in crosssection for the major portion of its length and is
provided with aligned offset cylindrical trunnions
15 at its opposed ends. Supporting bearings
Cnot shown) are provided on the base 76. A
crank 11 fixed on one of these trunnions 75 is
connected to a crank 18 on the rock shaft 19 by
means of the connecting link l8a. Oscillation
of the rock shaft 19 serves to oscillate the trunnion 75 and knife shaft 73. Since the crank TT
is shorter than the crank TB the knife 71 moves
relative to the hook member 68 when the rock
shaft I 9 is moved through its arc of motion.
In operation the actuating lever 49 is raised
to lift the presser bar 41 and shoe 113 away from
the feed plate 56. With the needle 29 in the
fuliy retracted position as shown in Figure 8, the
seamless canvas tube 33 is slipped over the shell
31 with the shoe 43 projecting into the interior of
the tube. The presser bar 41 is lowered to bring
the shoe 43 into contact with the inner surface of
the wall of the canvas tube 33. The electric
motor 14 is energized to cause the needle bar 28
and needle 29 to reciprocate and to cause the
shafts 18, IBa and 19 to oscillate. The needle 29
moves from the fully retracted position shown
in Figure 8 to perforate the wall of the tube 33
from the inside thereof, and the needle is shown
in partially extended position in Figures 9 and
12. As the needle continues its downward movement to reach the fully extended position shown
in Figures 10 and 13, a loop 19 of wool yarn 35
is drawn through the wall of the canvas tube 33
to extend exteriorly thereof. The needle then
begins its upward retracting movement and when
partially retracted as shown in Figures 11 and 14
the hook 69 enters the loop 79 to prevent it from
being withdrawn back through the wall .of the
canvas tube 33. When the needle is fully retracted as shown in Figure 8, the oscillatory motion of the rock shafts 18 arid I Ba cooperate to
bring the serrated feed rack 58 into play, and it
moves from left to right as viewed in Figure 8
to turn the tube 33 through a short distance.
When the needle 29 again descends it repeats the
cycle. The serrated fed rack 58 lies in an operative position so that the canvas tube 33 remains

.... ·. ·..
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:Sta;tklw;try w,hile .:the needle js ·Cm®le.ting cits JforwaTd ~nl:bre¥erse ;stroke.
Each · time the needle .t!escends th'.l'.Ough ~the
wall •of the ;canvas tube ;,33 the ·1oop ·n ·carried by
'the needle <is ;engaged by the ·hook .69. .One :or
more loops accumulate on .the ;hook .69 as ·shown
'in 'the .dmwtngs. These ;loops 'are ·:progressively
•cut,'ho.we:ver, as the reciprocating motion '.oLthe
•needle:cont!nues:by :the :coopera:tive•a-cti® ..of the
cutting knife :11 :and hook member 68. .As .•set
.fo:rcth •above, 'the knife ·JI •is actuated .from :the
cshaft·n whereas .the hook member:6B.is.:autuated
;from 'the .rock. shaft 19, and :the relative moti:on
'between these shafts causes th.e .knife '1 I to move
·with,respect;to'.the:book member.·&!! so tbat:each
'time .a .new :loop :19 :is engaged ~by the . hook :.69
:a :previously Jormed :loop :is cut by.the knife H.
'The 'tl'ee •cut' ends o! .the ;loops ·fra-y or :<SPrea:d to
:foi:in 'the outer •surface.of ·a ·Chenille .pile 34.
:Means •ar.e provided· for :advancing 'the .canvas
tube -'33 :axially on the shell 31 •so that the pile
34 may extend for a considerable length along
the canvas :tube '33. This advancing means may
'be •arranged to move .the .tube .33 axially at inter-vals.c01:responding to the .formation :of a :full
;circle . of :loops by the needle 29 :and ·knife l I,
or ·as set forth in the drawings .this :.adVcancing
means may :be continuous .so that .the loops are
helically positioned on the .cylindrical canvas
tube "33.
.A preferred :form:of ad:;rancing means :com.,prises the relatively cstati:onary 'fender '.80 which
«is ·car:ried on :a .ba:r 61 'antl:adjustable ::&UPPort J!2.
·This •fender :M is •Shaped on ·.tts .inner .edge to
•-cotfform ·to the :shape .o! zthe :canvas ·.tube .:33
:\Vliile :>in ·position on :the ,:shell :3:1 :and .'extends
:from ;3, :position adjacent ·:the :'feed iilat.e Ji6 heli·
cally a.round :the :shelLS I, :ancUts l!PPer :end .I!~
is .-deflected •slightJy ca.way ::from tbe .hellx :line.
.:ru> the cut loops 'travel :ar.ound with :the canvas
:tube '3J u.nder •the :intermittent ;action of the
csen-ated feed .rack Ji3 they :contact the .fender
:eo,.•and.under continuaLturning mov.eme.nt.ofthe
<canvas tube 3:3 the side edges of tbese loops bear
=against :the fender :so that the :tulle :3_3 is :caused
J,o 'travel:axially:toctbe:right as:vi:ewedJnF:igure
l. Tbe·reciprocation of the n.ee.dle:is .continued
.until :the desired Jength of Pile ;34 Js .obta..ined,
:at which time 'the :pres.ser: bar• 41 •is raised, ;therecby•liftingthe•shoe·43•awayJ:i:om:the•wall:of:the
>tube '33, ·and the. completed paint .roller :cover ·ls
~iithdr.awn .axially to the :right away from the
·suppor.ting •shell 31. The i::ompleted :paint roller
cover is shown in Figure .7.
-:In :order :that the ;spacing 1between :adjacent
turns of the'.helix 'formed .by ·..the loops of yarn
•ma,y be ·accurately regulated ·and controlled as
. desired, we provide .a feed .control ·means which
.motli:fies ·.the action :of the fender· BO .a11d .causes
:the :tube 33 and pile 34 to move axially relative
'to .the ·shell 31. ,;As shown·in tne drawings .this
:csupplementaey means includes ·a roller element
'84 carried on .the proiecting .end :of ;a pivoted
arm. ll.'!5. The :.arm :85 is ·pivotally .carrie;;i ·on a
"S.wivel ·bracket ,86 ;-sqpported .for :adjustment
:about oa vertical :.axis with "respect; to th.e .frame
'"01'. "the machine. .A t.ension ~:mririg 87 Js •prowifled which ·acts :on :the :arm 8,5 '.tn .maintain
. pressure :contact :-betwe.en .the roller :element II/I
:and :the outer•surface of .the wall of:the canvas
:tube ;33,
·The.·.roller element 84 may ,be provided .with
,a :rubber· rim or .may .have ·serrated :teeth around
its periphery,;or provided with any other.:rneans
fOr :increasing ·the ;!rictionalcontact between the
0

.6

:an<! :the l>Utler ::lurfa:c<e ;Qt: ;tll.e :ca.n~ :lube ·
13.3. <When -:the :.rolle.r ..ts P.O$itio.ne.d :as 'Shown :in
;full Jines :in :FJguJ.Ce 5.,. .the ~Pa1lt~ .between 1a.tt~:t :turns ,Qf the bellK .of .tbe nne l.4 ~ Jna tcrea.s.ed ;and the spacing maY :b.e im:ir:eased . to
~th.e 1extent ::tb;at the Je.ncter ,110 .is no Jong~r _opera.tiv.e,'.tbat-is,•the.tube·33Js causedJ;iy tlie roller
.a~ to :.advance a~ally ~t such a :high .rate ·that
:the cut .loops no longer contact the :fe.nder 80.
10 On th.e other hanq, ·th.e :roller .84 maY be, swung
~to a P.osition s.ucb as that .showcn )Jy _the pnanwm
Jin.es .in ,Figure 5, so .that ·tbe. lateral ;friction
J.'.Qrc.e _deV'el.oped by tbe .roller Qll the :tube .33 Js
.:s.uch :a,s :to .tend :to .m.ov:e '.the tube .33 ·:toward the
11 Jeit. :Thi:s brings ·.the !lide ;face JJB into :ti,gnter
:conta.c.t with :tbe Jender 80 and x-esults.in dlminishll'.lg :the :sp.aclng between ,adjacent turns ~of
the :neux. .l'lrom this descr!Ption .it will .pe
;llncterstood .that by va;rying .the angular position
20 '.of ,the r.oll!lr 8:4 with :res_pect to .tbe :tube 83, that
·within :limits any .d.esired :spacing betwe.en turns
,pJ .-the helix maY be obtained. ··
.If :desired the ann 85 •may be atta.cb.ed to the
low.er . end of ·a cable .90 extending downwal'.dly
25 .from an arm 9.1 ·carried on the upper end of
.the ·vertical rod 46. This construction aifords
an aixtomatic means for lifting the roller 84 from
the tube 33 whenever the a'Ctuating .lever 49 is
lifted to raise :the presser bar .41 .and shoe 43
30 ·from the interior wallsurface of ·the .tube 33. Jn
.,the :modified form of .our .inv.ention shown ,in
Figures .15 and J6 a plmaJity of apertured
.needles ?ire ·used .instead. of the .single •ne.edle 29.
These:nee.dles I Ill! ·:are carried o.n•a re.cipNcating
S5 .neeJile ·bar :I.DJ ~at.ta;ched ·to .the ver.tical ,Post J02.
.A :separate :Yarn-thread .103 is supplied ·to each
o.f .th.e ..ne.e.dles. ·The :Presser bar I 04 .carri.ed on
the bracket J 05 1.s provided with a pivoted .shoe
I!lll {or ea.ch· o.f ·the .apertured .need.ies J llO. The
4 ,1 .•lmif;e 1>haf.t IJU carries ,a ,Plurality of Jmives I D!I,
·and the .rock :shaft J09 .is. pro:v.ided with .a plurality .of hook members UO. The mode Qf operation is substantially the same ,as tnat de:ccribed in :connection •with the previous .embodi.; ; ment of .our invention, except that the .fibrous
Pile ·On the canvas .:tube base is formed from a
plurality .at' .needles .rather .than from a .single
.needle. :Any ._convenient ·advancing .means may
be ,provided. such .as, Jor .e,xar.qple, the.stationary
fender . II.I ,and ·the .adjustable .roller element
U 2. ~y,means ..of.· tbis .m.ultiple . needle .ar.rangement :the ,Production •time .tor .manufacturing a
.paint rQUer :i<over maY .be ro:eatly .r.ectucec;t
.The mult\ple .needle .device Produces .a .p::i,int
roller -.cover o.r .tbe Jike whlch is subs.tantiallY
·similar :to ·tnat ,Pr.odt1ced by th.e .single ..needle
.arr,a.QS:<'lment, .tbe ,en(i of ea.oh .helix .forme.d by
:one needle .beiIJ.g position.ed adjacent. the b,egin,ning;Qf the. belixJorm.ed by the next.needle. It is
(JO :i:ec.ognized tha.t t)Je .needles can be spaced .closer
together so :that a multiple Jettd.helixis .formed
instead:of a_single lead helix, that is, .the sel'ies of
cut loops formed by each needle lies .in be.tween
s.imilar s.er.ies.tormed bY needles on eaoh side.
G5
-In :Figures:l7.and lB;we_·ha~e:sb.ow.na:further
'mQdificatmn Jn ·wnicb tbe :r.eciprocating .aper#
tured .needle is :placed :o.utside ~the :canvas -tube
•While ·the :hook ·member ·and _knife ,are placed
•within .the ..can~as :tube. A substantia,lly cylin70 rlric.alshelU.l!.O,cai:ried:on.·the base 1.2.1 by:means
:of suitable ·braok.ets .l22 is adapted -t.o s.UPPort
tne canvas.tube 123. A reciprocating needle. 124 is
::positioned outside th.e ,cauv.as .tube .123 .-and .·so
:is :th.e :pre.&&er bii.r 12:4a . and.:sno.e .l25. The.:ser'i5 :rated_feed .rack la& iS;:PCJJ!itioned:within ~tbe:.sbell
J:'.01~
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120 and operates within a transverse slot 121
formed in the shell 120. A bar 128 extends axially
of the shell 120 for connection with the operating
link 129 which is positioned beyond the rearward
end of the shell 120. This link is operated in the. 5
conventional manner by the cranks 130 and 131
from the rock shafts 132 and 133 respectively.
The hook member 134 is mounted on the rock
shaft 135 which extends axially within the shell
120, and the knife 135 is mounted on the knife 10
shaft 131 which extends parallel thereto. The
shafts 135 and 131 extend through aligned bearings in spaced partitions 138 positioned at interva,ls within the stationarY shell 120 and are acti.lated by conventional means beyond the rear- 15
ward end of the shell. The extreme forward end
139 of the shell 120 is shaped in the manner of
a helix and extends from a position adjacent
one side of the needle opening 140 to the extreme
forward lift 141. When the loops of wool yarn 20
are formed inside the canvas tube 123 by the
needle 124 and subsequently cut by the cooperative action of the knife 135 and hook member
134, the side edges of such loops ride against the
helical or inclined surface 139. In this way the 25
canvas tube 123 is caused to advance axially as
it is turned by the serrated feed rack J26.
The completed device as formed by the mechanism shown in Figures 17 and 18 has the fibrous
pile on the inside of the tube. The article is then 30
turned inside out so that it has the appearance
of the paint roller cover shown in Figure 7.
The otherwise completed paint roller cover as
inanufactured in any one of the types of machines
disclosed above is subjected to steam on the in- 35
sifle of the .tube. The steam shrinks the yarn
and "sets" the fibers more tightly. Consequently,
the shedding of wool fibers is prevented.
Having fully described our invention, it is to
be understood that we do not wish to be limited 40
to the details herein set forth, but our invention
is of the full scope of the appended claims.
We claim:
1. In a device for forming a chenille pile on a
wall surface of a fabric tube to produce a paint 46
roller cover or the like, the combination of a
relatively stationary member for supporting the
fabric tube from the interior thereof, feed means
cooperating \vith said member for turning the
fabric tube about its longitudinal axis, a recipro- ISO
cable needle bar on one side of the wall of the
tube, an apertured needle carried on said bar
adapted upon reciprocation of said bar to pass
through the tube wall and to carry loops of yarn
therewith to the other side, means for advancing titi
the tube axially in coordination with the turning
thereof, cutting means positioned on said other
side of the tube wall adapted to cut the yarn loops
passed through said tube by said needle, so that
the free ends of the cut loops may form a chenille 60
pile, and means for operating said feed means,
said needle bar, and said cutting means in
synchronism.
2. _In a device for formil'.g a fibrous pile on a
fabric tube to produce a pamt roller cover or the 61S
like, the combination of a relatively stationary
':11em?er for SUpportii::tg the fabric tube from the
mter1or thereof, a rec1procable needle bar extending within the tube, an apertured needle carried
on said bar adapted to pass through the tube wall 10
from the interior thereof and to carry loops of
· yarn therewith to the exterior of said tube upon
reciprocation of said bar, cutting means positioned exteriorly of the tube adapted to cut the
yarn loops passed through the tube wall so that 16
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the free ends of the loops may form a pile, and
means for operating said needle bar and said cutting means in synchronism.
3. In a device fol' forming a fibrous pile on a
fabric tube to produce a paint roller cover or the
like, the combination of a relatively stationary
member for supporting the fabric tube from the
interior thereof, a reciprocable needle bar extending within the tube, an apertured needle carried
on said bar adapted to pass through the tube
wall from the interior thereof and to carry loops
of yam therewith to the exterior of said tube
upon reciprocation of said bar, feed means for
turning the fabric tube, advancing means ·ineluding a stationary fender outside the tube
adapted to contact the side edge of the loops so
formed to advance the tube axially, cutting means
positioned exteriorly of the tube adapted to cut
the yarn loops so that the free ends of the loops
may form a pile, and means for operating said
needle bar, said feed means and said cutting
means in synchronism.
4. In a device for forming a fibrous pile on a
fabric tube to produce a paint roller cover or the
like, the combination of a relatively stationary
member for supporting the fabric tube from the
interior thereof, a reciprocable needle bar extending within the tube, an apertured needle carried
on said bar adapted to pass through the tube wall
from the interior thereof and to carry loops of
yam therewith to the exterior of said tube upon
reciprocation of said bar, means to rotate the tube
and to advance it axially, cutting means positioned exteriorly of the tube adapted to cut the
yarn loops so that the free ends of the loops may
forin a pile, and means for operating said needle
bar, said tube rotating and advancing means and
said cutting means in synchronism.
5. In a device for forming a fibrous pile on a
fabric tube to produce a paint roller cover or the
like, the combination of a relatively stationary
member for supporting the fabric tube from the
interior thereof, a reciprocable needle bar extending within the tube, a plurality of apertured
needles carried on said bar adapted to pass
through the tube wall from the interior thereof
and to carry loops of yarn therewith to the exterior of said tube, feed means for turning the
fabric tube on said supporting member, cutting
means positioned exteriorly of the tube adapted
to cut the Yarn loops so that the free ends of
the loops may form a pile, and means for operatIng said needle bar, said feed means, and said
cutting means in synchronism.
6. In a device for forming a fibrous pile on a
fabric tube to produce a paint roller cover or the
like, the combination of a relatively stationary
member for supporting the fabric tube from the
interior thereof, a reciprocable needle bar extending within the tube, a plurality of apertured
needles carried on said bar adapted to pass
through the tube wall from the interior thereof
and to carry loops of yarn ther€with to the exteri~r of said tu~e, feed means for turning the
fabric tube on said supporting member, advancing means including a stationary fender outside
the tube adapted to contact the Side edge Of the
loops formed by one of the needles to advance
the tube axially on said supporting member cutting means positioned exteriorly of the' tube
adapted to cut the yarn loops so that the free
ends of the loops may form a pile and means
for operating said needle bar, said' feed means
and said cutting means in synchronism.
'
7. In a device for forming a chenille pile on a
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fabric tube to produce a paint roller cover or
the like, the combination of a member to support
the fabric tube from the interior thereof, an apertured needle mounted to reciprocate with respect
to said support member and adapted to carry
loops of yarn from the interior of the fabric tube
to the exterior thereof, means for progressing the
tube helically with respect to said supPQrt member, cutting means positioned exteriorly of the
tube adapted to cut the yarn loops so that the
free ends of the loops may form a chenille pile,
a main operating shaft, and connections from
said shaft for reciprocating said needle and operating said tube progressing means and said
cutting means in synchronism.
8. In a device for forming a chenille pile on a
fabric tube to produce a paint roller cover or the
like, the combination of means to support the
fabric tube from the interior thereof, an apertured needle mounted to reciprocate with respect
to said means and adapted to carry loops of yarn
from the interior of the fabric tube to the exterior thereof, hleans to turn the tube on the
support means, cutting means positioned exteriorly of the tube adapted to cut the yarn loops
so that the free ends Of the loops may form a
chenille pile, a main operating shaft, connections
from said shaft for reciprocating said needle and
operating said tube turning means and said cutting means in synchronism, and means including
a drag roller adjustably positioned to engage frictionally the wall of the tube for moving the tube
axially.
9. In a device for forming a chenille pile on a
fabric tube to produce a paint roller cover or the
like, the combination of means to support the
fabric tube from the interior thereof, an apertured needle mounted to reciprocate with respect
to said means and adapted to carry loops of yarn
from the interior of the fabric tube to the exterior
thereof, means to turn the tube on the support
means, cutting means positioned exteriorly of the
tube adapted to cut the yarn loops so that the
free ends of the loops may form a chenille pile,
a main operating shaft, connections from said
shaft for reciprocating said needle and operating
said tube turning means and said cutting means
in synchronism, a stationary fender adapted to
contact the sides of the yarn loops so formed as
to advance the tube relative to the support means
as it is turned thereon, and a drag roller frictionally engaging the wall of the tube acting to
modify the advancing function of the stationary
fender.
10. In a device for forming a chenille pile on a
fabric tube to produce a paint r<>ller cover or the
like, the combination of a shell to support the
fabric tube from the interior thereof, an apertured needle mounted outside the tube and
adapted to reciprocate with respect to said shell,
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the needle acting to carry loops of yarn from the
exterior of the fabric tube to the interior thereof,
feed means for turning the tube on the shell,
cutting means positioned inside of the tube
adapted to cut the yarn loops, a main operating
shaft, and connections from said shaft for reciprocating said needle and operating said feed
means and said cutting means in synchronism.
11. In a device for forming a chenille pile on a
fabric tube to produce a paint roller cover or the
like, the combination of a shell to support the
fabric tube from the interior thereof, an apertured needle mounted outside the tube and
adapted to reciprocate with respect to said shell,
the needle acting to carry loops of yarn from the
exterior of the fabric tube to the interior thereof,
feed means for turning the tube on the shell,
cutting means positioned inside of the tube
adapted to cut the yarn loops, a main operating
shaft, connections from said shaft for reciprocating said needle and operating said feed means and
said cutting means in synchronism, and stationary means on the shell adapted to contact the
sides of the yarn loops for advancing the tube
axially of the shell.
12. Apparatus for making a paint roller cover
or the like, comprising a reciprocable yarnthreaded needle adapted to be passed through the
wall of a cylindrical fabric tube to carry loops of
yarn from the exterior thereof to the interior
thereof, cutting means within the tube for severing yam loops carried by the needle into the interior of the tube whereby the free cut ends of
the loops may form a chenille pile within the
tube, means for turning the tube about its axis
and for advancing it axially, said means including
a stationary.member having an inclined surface
adapted to be contacted by the side faces of the
cut loops of yarn, and means for reciprocating
said needle and for operating said cutting means
and said tube turning means in synchronism.
CHARLES H. BARNES.
FRANK GROSSE.
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